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Sheng-Tzong Cheng, Chih-Lun Chou, Gwo-Jiun Horng* and Tun-Yu ChangAbstract
The Internet protocol television (IPTV) is emerging as one of the most promising applications over next generation
networks. The recently released IEEE 802.16d/e is capable of ensuring high bandwidths and low latency, making it
suitable for delivering multimedia services. In addition, it also provides wide area coverage, mobility support, and
non-line-of-sight operation. In this article, we deliver IPTV streaming over 802.16 wireless systems and propose a
simple but effective IPTV channel-switching algorithm to keep the channel zapping time in a tolerable range. In
addition, we discuss how to allocate channels in the limited bandwidth over wireless networks, such as 802.16. The
proposed algorithm is based on hot-view channel and personal favorite channel preloading to reduce the network
delay and achieve the goal of fast channel switching. Finally, the experimental results show the performance of the
proposed algorithm.
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With the development of network services, transfer-
ring materials have evolved from data to multimedia.
Recently, the idea of triple-play, which consists of
data, audio, and video, is the main issue. The Internet
protocol television (IPTV) service is derived from this
idea.
IPTV offers service over IP networks, and offers view-
ers interactive multimedia services such as program
voting and advertisements. Overall, IPTV depends on
the IP network and whether it can support unicast,
multicast, broadcast multimedia, games, VOIP, etc.
[1-3].
In the wired IPTV service, the service terminals con-
sist of a set-top box and television in the home. But for
mobile IPTV service, the terminals are wireless net-
works, such as 3G, Wi-Fi, or WiMAX. When comparing
wired and mobile IPTV services, the former has suffi-
cient bandwidth to permit system operators to directly
broadcast all channels to viewers. Viewers only need to
tune antenna frequency for channel changing. On the
other hand, for mobile IPTV there is the issue of insuffi-
cient bandwidth, forcing system operators to broadcast* Correspondence: grojium@gmail.com
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in any medium, provided the original work is ppartial channels. These issues prompt discussion, such
as how to effectively allocate channels to increase the
channel’s utility rates.
Consider this scenario, a user is watching channel #1
and after a while he wants to change to channel #2. Be-
tween pressing the switching button on the remote con-
troller and the time it takes for the monitor to display
the program on channel #2, the following events occur:
[4-6].
(1) Streaming encoding and decoding
(2) Channel zapping time
(3) Channel switching algorithm
(4) Quality of experience (QoE)
In this article, we put emphasis on the first and second
sections, and propose an algorithm to handle the chan-
nel switching. Lastly, we propose the method that must
meet the QoE for viewers.Related study
Channel zapping time is one of the import factors for
benchmark the QoE. For a viewer, even a 1-second delay
can be unbearable. Therefore, how to reduce the channel
zapping time becomes the first challenge to overcome.n Open Access article distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons
g/licenses/by/2.0), which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction
roperly cited.
Figure 1 Channel zapping time.
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tions as shown in Figure 1:
1 Command processing time
2 Network delay time
3 Decoding time
4Media buffering time
The decoding time and media buffering time cannot
directly improve the channel zapping time; therefore, we
will not discuss these parts in this article [7,8].
For reducing IPTV channel zapping time, the main
ideas are IPTV channel zapping pre-load and fast
streaming encoding/decoding. Chunglae et al. [9] pre-
load channels adjacent to the servicing channel, n. For
example, when viewers request channel n, channels n –
2, n – 1, n + 1, n + 2 will be preloaded at the same time.
While viewers do up/down operations of changing IPTV
channels, the predicted channels will be caught and
transferred to the viewer immediately. However, if view-
ers switch channels randomly, the average channel zap-
ping time will increase.
In [10], the same methods are used as in [9]; the
authors pre-load adjacent channels of the cable TV net-
work. The difference is that the authors set the com-
mands of channel changing as UGS data flow type. In
this way, these commands can be parsed and treated as
the highest priority to reduce packet-scheduling delay
and furthermore reduce channel-zapping time. Because
of base station periodically allocates fixed bandwidth for
UGS data flow. If there is not any user change channel
in the duration of allocating USG bandwidth, the utility
rate of bandwidth will decrease.
Hyunchul et al. [11] consider how to efficiently de-
crease video decoding delay by adding extra I-frames tonormal video frames and the authors concurrently con-
sider both broadcasting channel distribution state and
video encoding structure as control variables to effect-
ively guarantee channel zapping time.
The researchers above have the same pre-assumptions
that all channels are sequentially arranged, and viewers
can only do up/down channel-changing operations.
However, these assumptions do not realistically model
viewers’ channel surfing behaviors. In general, viewers
have preferences, such as hot-view channels and favorite
channels, and the operations of channel changing are
not only up/down operations, but also jump channels. In
addition, the above research implements on core net-
works. Contrary to wireless networks, the bandwidth al-
location must be put into consideration. So, the main
idea of this article is to make preloads for hot-view
channels and personal favorite channels and make suit-
able bandwidth allocation methods for increasing band-
width utility rate.
System architecture
As shown in Figure 2, the system architecture consists
of four roles: streaming server, WiMAX base station,
proxy hard-disk, and mobile SS. The functions of these
roles are described below.
1. Streaming server: Sends encoded media streaming to
base-station or mobile SS.
2.WiMAX base station: Schedules bandwidth and
allocates channels for channels which the user requests.
3. Proxy hard-disk: Stores all streaming media sent
from streaming server. While it can offer video on
demand and real-time IPTV service at the same time.
Besides, the channels that we predicted as hot-view
and personalized channels also preload on proxy
Figure 2 System architecture.
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station can get content from nearby proxy hard-disk
to reduce IPTV channel zapping time.
4.Mobile SS: Sends request for channel n and switches
multicast group between channels to fetch streaming.
Because of limited bandwidth, we must allocate band-
width effectively. We divide the bandwidth into three
parts, as shown in Figure 3. For a mobile IPTV program
which is encoded with H.264 and 360 × 288 resolutions
(CIF quality), video transferring bit rate is 384 Kbps, and
audio is 48 Kbps. Including the 40 Kbps of overhead, the
total required bandwidth is 500 Kbps.
Assume the base station offers 11 Mbps of total band-
width. After calculating, we can get 11, 6, 4 channels to
multicast at same time for regions I, II, and III,
respectively.
Region I is reserved for top N1 viewers count. The
base station periodically recalculates the ranking for
viewers count. After re-ranked, the new top N1 viewers
count channel will be allocated in region I.
Region II is reserved for single cast channels. While
user request for channel n, but n is not belonged to N1,
N2, and N3. At this moment, the channel n is treated as
a newly requested channel. If region II still has band-
width to be allocated, channel n will be set up; otherwise
channel n will be en-queued until there is available
bandwidth for serving.Figure 3 Bandwidth and channel allocation.Region III is a mix of those channels associated with
regions I and II. While re-calculating, as mentioned be-
fore in region I, some channels with decreasing viewers
count will be kicked out of region I and be reallocated
to region III (if there is available bandwidth in region
III); in the same way, while more and more viewers join
channels in region II, the viewers count of these chan-
nels will increase and perhaps these channels can be
promoted to region III. These two cases mentioned
above may happen at the same time and compete for
bandwidth.
Figure 4 shows the primary parameters for the pro-
posed system, hot-view channel list (HC-list), and
personality-favorite channel list (PC-list). HC-list con-
tains all the channels and is sorted by viewer counts.
The viewer configures their own PC-list, and sends the
list to the base station for preload (if bandwidth avail-
able) or scheduling.
HC-list is maintained by the base station, and the base
station resorts the list by accumulating count of viewers.
In addition, in every time unit (perhaps 30 or 60 min,
usually a TV program playing duration), HC-list records
rankings for every channel. According to the ranking on
the HC-list, we can preload hot-view channels to proxy-
hard in advance. Besides, viewer can send his PC-list
while request channels to base station. The base station
will reserve streaming in proxy hard-disk. So far, with
the preloading in proxy hard-disk according to HC-list
and PC-list, we can reduce IPTV channel zapping time
and keep bandwidth allocation effectively. The other
issue of how to allocate bandwidth will be discussed in
the following section.
Bandwidth allocation algorithm
Algorithm 1—channel scheduler for region I
Algorithm 1 is routine operations. Base station periodic-
ally executes the function to decide which channels can
be allocated to region I. In line 3, base station stores the
old ranking list, and then resorts the list. After resorting,
some channels will be replaced in region I and turn to
region III, if there is bandwidth available in region III. If
Figure 4 List of system parameter.
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II (line 12). The worst case is that there is still no avail-
able bandwidth in region II. If this is the case, then re-
move the single-cast channel in region II to service
queue (line 15) or TT86d47313move the lowest viewer
counts channel to service queue.
1 function schedule_region_I()
2 Begin
3 A ← set of n in Region I
4 sort HC-list order by HC-list[].count ASC
5 B ← set of n in HC[] (1~N1)
6 Allocate bandwidth for channels in B in Region I
7 C ← A – B
8 for each n in C
9 if (bandwidth_available(Region III))
10 allocate bandwidth for n to Region III
11 Else
12 if (bandwidth_available(Region II))
13 allocate bandwidth for n to Region II
14 Else
15 if (exist i in Region II and i is unicast)
16 en-queue i for service while bandwidth available
17 allocate bandwidth for n to Region II
18 Else
19 if (HC-list[n].count < j with min viewer in Region II)
20 en-queue n for service while bandwidth available
21 Else
22 en-queue j for service while bandwidth available
23 end
Algorithm 2—channel scheduler for region II
Algorithm 2 focuses on re-allocating bandwidth to region
II. While there is available bandwidth and there are still
some channels waiting service in service queue, these ser-
vices will be de-queue and allocate bandwidth for service.
1 function schedule_region_II()
2 Begin
3 if (bandwidth_available(Region II) and queue is not
empty)
4 de-queue n for service
5 allocate bandwidth for n in Region II
6 assign_channel_to_ss(n, ssid)
7 endAlgorithm 3—viewer makes a new request n
While a viewer make a new request for channel n, as
described in Algorithm 3. First, check if channel n is in
channel set N1, N2, or N3. If n belongs to N1, the
viewer just joins that group for channel n; if n belongs
to N2, channel n may transfer from region II to region I
or III. If n belongs to N3, it means that channel n is on
the air (similar to N1), the viewer just joins that group
for channel n. If channel n does not belong to channel
sets N1, N2, or N3 that means channel n is a new re-
quest, and base station checks if region II has sufficient
bandwidth, if available, create a new group, else en-
queue for waiting service.
1 functionjoin_channel (n, ssid)
2 Begin
3 if (n ∈ N1)
4 assign_channel_to_ss(n, ssid)
5 else if (n ∉ N1 and n ∈ N2)
6 assign_channel_to_ss (n, ssid)
7 if (bandwidth_available(Region III))
8 assign n to N3
9 else if (n ∉ N1 and n ∉ N2 and n ∈ N3)
10 assign_channel_to_ss(n, ssid)
11 else // n ∉ N1 and n ∉ N2 and n ∉ N3
12 if (bandwidth_avialable(Region II))
13 allocate bandwidth to n on Region II
14 Else
15 en-queue n for service while bandwidth available
16 end
Algorithm 4—assign channel and CID to viewer
Algorithm 4 presents that all actions for a viewer request
a channel n and join to multicast group. Line 3 means
that accumulation for viewer counts. Higher viewer
counts means the channel has a higher ranking and is
more popular. In line 4, “CID” represents connection
identifier. This is identified for WiMAX to multicast
messages.
1 finction assign_channel_to_ss (n, ssid)
2 Begin
3 HC-list[n] ← HC-list[n].count + 1
4 ssid.cid ← HC-list[n].cid
5 if (HC-list [n].type = “unicast”)
Figure 5 Program guide and ranking in each time duration.
Table 1 Environment parameters
Parameters Value
Bandwidth of the BS 11 Mbps
Number of IPTV channels 50 channels
Number of hot-view channel predict 10 channels




Simulation time 60 min
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7 End
Algorithm 5—viewer make a leave request for channel n
Algorithm 5 shows what happens when the viewer wants
to quit channel n. First, the viewer counts will decrease
1, and check if there is still any viewer in this multicast
group. If the view count is greater than 2, there are no
operations; if the view counts equals 1, this means that
the channel has switched from a multicast channel to a
unicast channel. Now let discuss three different cases, n
belonging to N1, N2, or N3. If channel n belongs to N1,
then check if there is bandwidth available in region II. If
there is bandwidth available, move channel n to region
II; otherwise en-queue channel n in service queue.
When n belongs to N2, there is no operation. Lastly,
when n belongs to N3, re-schedule for regions I and II.
Line 15 in Algorithm 5, while there is no viewers in the
group, the group will be broken up. There are three cases
to be discussed. If channel n belongs to N1, execute Algo-
rithm 5 to do bandwidth rescheduling. If n belongs to N2,
check service queue and de-queue requests to serve. If n
belongs to N3, then execute Algorithms 1 and 2 to re-
schedule bandwidth. The common operations after three
cases checking region II for de-queue service to serve.
1 function leave_channel (n, ssid)
2 Begin
3 HC-list [n].count←HC-list [n],count – 1
4 if (HC-list [n].count=1)
5 if (n ∈ N1)
6 if (bandwidth_available(Region II))
7 assign n to N2
8 Else
9 en-queue n for service while bandwidth available
10 else if (n ∉ N1 and n ∈ N2)
11 no operation
12 else // n ∉ N1 and n ∉ N2 and n ∈ N3
13 schedule_region_I()
14 schedule_region_II()
15 else if (HC-list[n].count = 0)
16 HC-list[n].cast = “”
17 HC-list[n].cid = “”18 release bandwidth for channel n
19 if (n ∈ N1)
20 schedule_region_I()
21 else // n ∉ N1 and n ∈ N2
1 22.NOP
22 else // n ∉ N1 and n ∉ N2 and n ∈ N3
23 schedule_region_I()
24 schedule_region_II()
25 if (bandwidth_available(Region II))
26 de-queue n for service while bandwidth available
27 End
Programming guide with ranking
In IPTV, the design of the program guide is very import-
ant. Program guide can be in form of 1-day duration. If
we set time duration as the rows, and channel lists as the
columns, we get a full table as ranking list over 1 day, as
shown in Figure 5. In this article, the ranking means that
at specific time duration, the list ranks for all channels.
For example, if the system time is 10:15 now, the ranking
for channel 3 is 4th, and channel 4 is 9th.
As a result, the system ranking is changing through time.
Experiments
Simulation environment
We adopt the WiMAX module for NS-2 simulator to
simulate the proposed solution [12]. We do several experi-
ments on NS-2 simulator. The environment parameters we
used are shown in Table 1. The simulation time is 60 min.
It is not possible to get the data from every user’s
watching habits. Therefore, we adopt IBM Synthetic
Figure 6 IBM synthetic data generator results.
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The generated data are show in Figure 6.
Channel preload accurate rate
Accurate channel preloading rate has a direct impact on
IPTV channel switch time. We will use our method to
compare adjacent channel preload method [9].
Figure 7 shows that our channel preload method is
better than the adjacent channel preload method. As
number of viewers increases, our channel preload
method has a more accurate trend. Because of more user
activity can increase predict accurate rate.
Channel switch delay time
Channel switch delay time is one of the most important
factors concerning QoE. Therefore, it is essential to keep
the delay time as short as possible.
Channel switch time has a direct correlation to chan-























Figure 7 Channel preload predict rate.preload predict rate will decrease network transmit time
(channel switch delay time). From Figure 8, we can see
our method has a shorter delay time.Jitter
Jitter is another important factor concerning QoE. If net-
works have a bad condition, then users will experience a
worse video fragment. Because of a lot of packets losses
or heavy delay. From Figure 9, we can see our method
has a better results.Conclusion
In this article, we propose a bandwidth allocation algo-
rithm to allocate bandwidth for wireless networks to
solve the problem of insufficient bandwidth. In addition,
multicasting by preloading hot-view and personality-
favorite channel in proxy hard-disk can help reduce






























Figure 8 Channel switch delay time.
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http://jwcn.eurasipjournals.com/content/2012/1/354In future work, we will try to offer different data rate
streaming for three diverse service regions. In addition,
we can support different QoS support for allocating
bandwidth for VIP viewers and normal viewers.
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